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Introduction

Melatonin (MLT) is a neurohormone synthesized from sero-
tonin (5-HT) and secreted foremost by the mammalian pineal
gland following a distinct circadian rhythm with the
acrophase during the dark phase and the nadir during the
light phase in both diurnal and nocturnal species.1 A typical
human adult’s average daytime and nighttime levels of blood
MLT are approximately 10 pg/mL and 60 pg/mL, respect -
ively.2 Its production is controlled through the suprachias-
matic nucleus (SCN) by the photoperiod, peaking at night and
dropping during the day. Melatonin is involved in numerous
physiologic processes, including circadian rhythms, mood

regulation, anxiety, sleep, appetite, immune responses and
cardiac functions.3,4 Most of the effects of MLT in the brain re-
sult from the activation of 2 high-affinity G-protein coupled
receptors (GPCRs), MT1 and MT2.5 Of note, GPCRs have a
proven history of being excellent therapeutic targets. Recent
market analyses indicate that 40%–50% of modern drugs and
almost 25% of the top 200 best-selling drugs target GPCRs.6

In addition to these high-affinity MLT receptors, another
low-affinity MLT binding site, MT3, has recently been charac-
terized as an MLT-sensitive form of the human enzyme
quinone reductase 2.7 The functional characterization of MT1
and MT2 receptors in target tissues is hampered by the
paucity of selective MT1 and MT2 receptor ligands. Structural
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Background: Melatonin (MLT) is a pleiotropic neurohormone controlling many physiological processes and whose dysfunction may con-
tribute to several different diseases, such as neurodegenerative diseases, circadian and mood disorders, insomnia, type 2 diabetes and
pain. Melatonin is synthesized by the pineal gland during the night and acts through 2 G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), MT1

(MEL1a) and MT2 (MEL1b). Although a bulk of research has examined the physiopathological effects of MLT, few studies have investi-
gated the selective role played by MT1 and MT2 receptors. Here we have reviewed current knowledge about the implications of MT2 re-
ceptors in brain functions. Methods: We searched PubMed, Web of Science, Scopus, Google Scholar and articles reference lists for
studies on MT2 receptor ligands in sleep, anxiety, neuropsychiatric diseases and psychopharmacology, including genetic studies on the
MTNR1B gene, which encodes the melatonin MT2 receptor. Results: These studies demonstrate that MT2 receptors are involved in the
pathophysiology and pharmacology of sleep disorders, anxiety, depression, Alzheimer disease and pain and that selective MT2 receptor
agonists show hypnotic and anxiolytic properties. Limitations: Studies examining the role of MT2 receptors in psychopharmacology are
still limited. Conclusion: The development of novel selective MT2 receptor ligands, together with further preclinical in vivo studies, may
clarify the role of this receptor in brain function and psychopharmacology. The superfamily of GPCRs has proven to be among the most
successful drug targets and, consequently, MT2 receptors have great potential for pioneer drug discovery in the treatment of mental dis-
eases for which limited therapeutic targets are currently available.
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determinants that confer MT1 or MT2 binding selectivity have
only recently been elucidated.8,9 Therefore, only a few select -
ive ligands have been reported in the literature, especially
with respect to MT1 receptors; none of these ligands has been
tested in vitro in cells or tissues expressing MLT receptors,
and their efficacy in the treatment of neuropsychiatric dis-
eases has been poorly evaluated. Other effects of MLT de-
scribed in the literature include its neuroprotective,10–12 anti-
inflammatory,13,14 pain modulatory,15 retinal,16 vascular,17–19

antitumour20 and antioxidant21 properties.

Melatonin and its receptor: state of the art

Who’s who?

Two subtypes of mammalian MLT receptors have been cloned
and characterized, the MT1 (Mel1a) and the MT2 (Mel1b)
 receptor subtypes. Both subtypes are members of the 7-
 transmembrane GPCR family (for detailed information on the
molecular properties of MLT receptors please refer to the re-
view by Dubocovich and colleagues5). By using recombinant
MLT receptors it has been shown that the MT1 receptor is
 coupled to different G proteins that mediate adenylyl cyclase
inhibition by a pertussis toxin-sensitive G protein and phos-
pholipase C β activation.22 The MT2 receptor is also coupled to
inhibition of adenylyl cyclase, and it also inhibits the soluble
guanylyl cyclase pathway.23 Interestingly, the human MT2 re-
ceptor has a lower affinity for 125 I-Mel than the human MT1
receptor.24 Another interesting difference between MT1 and MT2
receptors is that MT2, unlike MT1, desensitizes after exposure to
the full agonist MLT,25 likely by an internalization mechanism,
but it is not clear whether this occurs after short- (minutes) or
long-term (5–8 hours) exposure to MLT in vivo.26 Based on
these considerations, it appears reasonable that the use of an
MT2 receptor partial agonist might be the best approach to acti-
vate a receptor that desensitizes after exposure to its full agon -
ist. Now that selective MT2 receptor partial agonists are avail-
able, this hypothesis warrants further investigation.

Where are they?

The distribution of MLT receptors within the central nervous
system has not been completely elucidated, primarily owing
to the lack of selective antibodies for MLT receptors. The
study of MLT receptor localization has mostly been per-
formed  using receptor autoradiography with the nonselect -
ive 2-[125I]iodomelatonin, or through real-time quantitative
reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR),
marking the MLT receptor mRNA. Messenger RNA expres-
sion of MT1 and MT2 receptors has been observed in the
retina, SCN, thalamus, hippocampus vestibular nuclei and
cerebral and cerebellar cortex.27–30 At the level of the hip-
pocampus, MT2 receptors were detectable in particular on
CA3 and CA4 pyramidal neurons, which receive glutamater-
gic excitatory inputs from the entorhinal cortex, whereas MT1
receptors were predominantly expressed in CA1.31 Recently,
using polyclonal antibodies32 we have pointed out the pres-
ence of MT2 receptors in the reticular thalamus, substantia

nigra (pars reticulata), supraoptic nucleus, red nucleus and
CA2 and CA3 areas of the hippocampus.33

Using in situ hybridization histochemistry with selective
and specific digoxigenin-labelled antisense and sense
oligonucleotide probes, a robust hybridization of MT1 and
MT2 receptor mRNA has been observed in the SCN.34

In humans, MT2 receptors have been recently localized at
the level of the SCN, the supraoptic nucleus and the para -
ventricular nucleus using polyclonal specific antibodies.
Import antly, the receptors were confined to neurons and
nerve fibres, but not to glial cells.35

What are their roles?

The functional characterization of MLT receptors is still an ac-
tive matter of research. It is known that MT1 and MT2 recep-
tors could have either opposing or complementary functions.
For example, in hippocampal slices, MT1 and MT2 receptor ac-
tivation appears to differentially modulate γ-aminobutyric
acid (GABA)A receptor function, suggesting that MLT,
through activation of different receptor subtypes, may exert
opposite effects in the same brain area.36 Similarly, MT1 and
MT2 receptors have also been shown to act in an opposite
manner on the vascular system, producing vasoconstriction
or vasodilatation, respectively.18

Controversial results using in vitro and in vivo techniques
have been published concerning the role of MT1 and MT2
receptors in circadian regulation and sleep. As mentioned
previously, the mammalian SCN is known to be rich in both
MT1 and MT2 receptors.37 The SCN is the “master clock” that
controls behavioural, metabolic and physiologic rhythms,38

including the light-dependent synthesis and release of MLT
from the pineal gland.39

In vitro experiments using ligands toward MLT receptors
and SCN slices from wild-type and MLT receptor knockout
mice showed that activation of MT1 receptors inhibited the
neuronal firing rate of the SCN, whereas activation of MT2
receptors phase-shifted circadian rhythms of neuronal firing
rates.26,34,37,40,41 But, in Siberian hamsters in which the MT1 re-
ceptor was functional, but the MT2 receptor was not, MLT
elicited a clear phase shift of the circadian rhythm of SCN
electrical activity.42 In vivo experiments in MLT receptor
knockout mice further complicated the scenario. Dubocovich
and Markowska,26 injected MLT 2 hours before the onset of
activity in mice kept under constant darkness and found a
phase shift in the activity onset in wild-type but not in MT1
receptor knockout (MT1–/–) mice. Moreover, MLT accelerated
the entrainment to a new light–dark cycle of wild-type, but
not of MT1–/– mice. For these reasons, current knowledge
does not allow us to rule out a possible role of MT1 receptors
in the phase shift of SCN neuronal activity due to MLT.37,43

Selective MT2 receptor ligands used in
preclinical psychopharmacological and
neurobiological studies

Melatonin, through activation of MT1 and MT2 receptors,
modulates and controls several brain functions; however,



owing to the lack of selective MT1 and MT2 receptor ligands
and a paucity of behavioural studies in MT1–/– and MT2 re-
ceptor knockout (MT2–/–) mice, little was known regarding
the functional role of these receptors. Recently, some selective
MT2 receptor ligands have been designed and synthesized,
allowing researchers to explore the role of MT2 receptors in
brain functions.
In the last decade, efforts have been made to develop se -

lect ive MT1 or MT2 receptor agonists.9 A great number of li -
gands highly selective for the MLT receptors have been re-
cently developed, but these advances have been met with
difficulty obtaining compounds with selectivity toward only
1 of the 2 MLT receptor subtypes. Very few selective MT1 re-
ceptor agonists have been reported until now.8 On the con-
trary, since structure–activity relationships for the binding at
the MT2 receptor are quite consolidated,44 several MT2 recep-
tor ligands belonging to different chemical classes have been

developed (for more details, see the reviews by Mor and col-
leagues9 and Zlotos45). Only a very limited number of these
selective MT2 receptor agonists/antagonists have been tested
in preclinical psychopharmacology tests and in neurobio -
logic al studies aimed at dissecting the role of MT2 receptors
in brain function. Specifically, as revealed by the research we
review here, only 4 selective MT2 receptor ligands have been
tested: the MT2 partial agonist UCM765,44 the MT2 full agonist
IIK7,46 and the MT2 antagonists 4-phenyl-2-propionamido -
tetralin (4P-PDOT)47 and K-185.46 Figure 1 shows the chemical
structure and the binding affinity of these ligands to the hu-
man MT1 and MT2 receptors.
The partial agonist UCM765 belongs to the N-(Substituted-

anilinoethyl) amides, a class of compounds that, depending
on the type and size of substituents to the aniline nitrogen,
may lead to a different degree of selectivity and intrinsic ac-
tivity toward MT1 or MT2 receptors.44 Even though the indole
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Fig. 1: MT2 receptor ligands used in psychopharmacological  studies. Binding affinity constants have been
assessed on the recombinant human MT1 and MT2 receptors expressed in NIH3T3 cells for melatonin,44

UCM765,44 IIK7 and K18546 and in COS-7 cells for 4-phenyl-2-propionamidotetralin (4P-PDOT).47
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ring of MLT is not essential for binding to the MT1 and MT2
receptors, IIK7 is a 6H-Isoindolo[2,1-a]indoles derivative
whereas K-185 is a  6,7-Dihydro-5H-benzo[c]azepino[2,1-a]
indoles derivative. Substituents in ortho position to the in-
dole nitrogen of MLT, such as a phenyl ring, have been
shown to increase binding affinity as well as potency to MT1
and MT2 receptors with respect to MLT itself. Interestingly,
changes in the ring size that bridges the indole to the phenyl
ring greatly affect the potency of these compounds; IIK7 with
a 5 atoms ring is a full agonist, whereas K-185 with a 7 atoms
ring is an antagonist.46 The antagonist 4P-PDOT is a tetralin
derivative with antagonist properties and high selectivity to-
ward MT2 receptors (300-fold higher than the MT1 receptor).47

Of note, even though at the present moment it is the most
used MT2 receptor antagonist, it should always be kept in
mind that depending on the assay and the concentration, 4P-
PDOT may also act as a weak partial agonist.48 Both UCM765
and IIK7 have been studied in vivo for their potential sleep-
promoting properties in rats. When compared with MLT,
both of these compounds showed higher affinity for the MT2
receptor (Fig. 1). Importantly, while UCM765 is an MT2 par-
tial agonist (α = 0.6) that possesses 100-fold higher affinity for
MT2 than MT1 receptors,33,44 IIK7 is an MT2 full agonist with
90-fold higher affinity for MT2 than MT1 receptors.49 Even
though experiments comparing the sleep-promoting proper-
ties of the 2 compounds have not yet been conducted, it is
important to remember that partial agonists, thanks to their
“flexible” properties compared with full agonists, are becom-
ing more and more popular in psychopharmacology.50 They
are “intelligent drugs” since they can activate receptors to
give a desired submaximal response when inadequate
amounts of the endogenous ligand are present, or they can
reduce the overstimulation of receptors when excess amounts
of the endogenous ligand are present, thus acting as competi-
tive antagonists.51

Several other selective MT2 receptor ligands, such as 1,6-
Dihydro-2H-indeno[5,4-b]furan,52 N-[3-(3-methoxyphenyl)
propyl] amide,53 phenylpropylamide54 and 2-(phenylthio)
benzo [b] thiophene55 derivatives, have recently been develop -
ed, and according to the literature reviewed herein, they
warrant further examination in preclinical psychopharma-
cology tests.

MT2 receptors and sleep

In mammals, normal sleep is characterized by an orderly pro-
gression from wakefulness to non–rapid eye movement sleep
(NREMS) and to rapid eye movement sleep (REMS). Wake-
fulness is characterized by low voltage, fast electroencephalo-
gram (EEG) activity and high muscle tone with phasic elec-
tromyogram (EMG) activity. Non–rapid eye movement sleep
is characterized by high voltage, slow EEG activity and re-
duced muscle tone, with characteristic high-voltage slow
waveforms (1–4 Hz, ∆ waves), sleep spindles, and K-
 complexes. Rapid eye movement sleep, or paradoxical sleep
(PS), is characterized by low-voltage, fast EEG activity with
an absence of muscle tone and a pronounced θ rhythm (4–
9 Hz). The deep stages of NREMS (stages 3 and 4) are also

known as slow-wave sleep (SWS), which is thought to be the
most restorative sleep stage.56 During SWS, several physio-
logic processes, such as memory consolidation,57–59 metabolic
regulation,60–62 and drop in blood pressure,63 occur. In people
with major depression, secondary insomnia is frequent, with
alterations in sleep neurophysiology, notably decreased SWS,
reduced REMS latency and increased REMS density. In-
creased REMS density has also been observed in people with
eating disorders, narcolepsy, presenile dementia and other
neuropsychiatric diseases.64

Melatonin and sleep

In rats, contradictory effects of MLT in sleep have been re-
ported. Holmes and Sugden65 reported that MLT reduces
time to sleep onset and increases both SWS and PS. Others
suggest that MLT is involved only in the control of PS regula-
tion since the lesion of the pineal gland or inhibition of MLT
synthesis using a β-adrenergic antagonist (propranolol) de-
creased PS during light and dark periods.66,67 Melatonin
(2.5 mg/kg and 5 mg/kg) increased the number of sleep cy-
cles and the total duration of PS,68 and at the dose of 10 mg/
kg, MLT decreased the onset to the first episode of SWS and
increased the duration of SWS and PS. These latter effects
were blocked by the GABAA antagonists flumazenil and
 picrotoxin.69 In monkeys, MLT (0.3, 1 and 3 mg/kg) does not
affect SWS, REMS and light sleep, but does shorten the la-
tency to the first episode of sleep. However, this reduction in
the latency to sleep occurred only at the lowest dose.70 In a
study using rats,71 MLT affected neither sleep nor circadian
rest activity rhythms. In cats, exogenous MLT (0.01–1 mg/
kg) significantly increased SWS, but the effect was weak and
lasted for only 2 hours.72

There is a large body of research demonstrating hypnotic
effects of MLT in clinical studies,73–77 although some studies
failed to find significant effects,78,79 and therefore its clinical
efficacy is still unclear.80 These discrepant results may origin -
ate from the pharmacological constraints of generic MLT,
limiting its clinical use: short half-life (< 1 hr), high first-pass
metabolism, binding of multiple receptors and effects de-
pendent on time of the day or phase of circadian rhythm.81

For example, the hypnotic effect of MLT in humans varies
depending on the time of the administration, consistent with
the circadian phase resetting properties of MLT.82 Although
several studies suggest that MLT treatment may be ap -
propriate for sleep disorders, it is not established whether
MLT acts directly on sleep regulation or on circadian
rhythms associated with sleep. However, the sleep pro -
moting effect of the MT1/MT2 receptor agonist ramelteon
(TAK-375) strongly suggests that MLT compounds facilitate
the induction of sleep rather than modify all sleep architec-
ture or circadian rhythms. Ramelteon has been approved by
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (July 2005) for the
treatment of insomnia characterized by difficulty with sleep
onset.83 Given that ramelteon is an MLT receptor agonist
with high affinity for both MT1 and MT2 receptors, it is diffi-
cult to dissect the receptor subtype(s) involved in its sleep-
promoting properties.



MT2 receptor ligands (UCM765 and IIK7) and sleep

The pharmacological studies using selective MT2 receptor lig-
ands have allowed researchers to better identify the role of
the MT2 receptor in sleep function. Since MLT synthesis, and
thus its circulating levels as well as the expression of its re-
ceptors, follow circadian daily variations, sleep experiments
with UCM765 were performed across the entire 24-hour
sleep–wake cycle to examine its effects across the light–dark
period.33 Given the short half-life of the compound (T1/2 =
44 min) due to an extensive first-pass metabolism,33,84

UCM765 was injected every 4 hours to keep the concentra-
tion of the drug within the steady state range. A subcuta-
neous injection of UCM765 at a dose of 40 mg/kg signifi-
cantly reduced the latency to NREMS by 59% while
increasing the amount of NREMS during the 24-hour period
by 38%. The increase in NREMS was mainly evident during
the light/ inactive phase of the 24-hour light–dark cycle. The
amount and latency of REMS were not altered by UCM765.
The amount of wakefulness was instead significantly de-
creased (–22%) due to the increase in NREMS paralleled by
no changes in REMS (Fig. 2).
Similar effects were replicated after intraperitoneal injec-

tion of IIK7 (10 mg/kg):49 the injection led to a 38% decrease
in the latency to NREMS and a 250% increase in the amount
of NREMS during the first hour after injection. Like
UCM765, no effects on REMS amount and latency were re-
ported with IIK7.

Remarkably, the effects of UCM765 on NREMS as well as
on NREMS latency were prevented by the MT2 antagonist 4P-
PDOT (10mg/kg), suggesting an MT2 receptor–dependent
mechanism. Administration of 4P-PDOT (10 mg/kg) alone
did not significantly modify sleep parameters;33 however, we
cannot rule out that higher or lower doses of the MT2 antag -
onist may influence sleep parameters.
Until now, it was hypothesized that MT1 receptors control

sleep, whereas MT2 receptors are involved in the time shift
mainly by controlling the neural activity of the SCN.43 Con-
trary to this common belief, pharmacological studies have
pointed out that MT2 receptors modulate sleep, particularly
NREMS.
Possible changes in sleep spindles and power spectra were

also evaluated after the injection of UCM765 and IIK7. Ac-
cording to Steriade,85 sleep spindles are considered the epit-
ome of EEG synchronization at sleep onset (NREMS stage 2)
and are defined by the association of 2 distinct rhythms: the
waxing and waning spindle waves at 7–14 Hz with se-
quences lasting for 1–2 seconds, and the periodic recurrence
of spindle sequences with a slow rhythm of 0.1–0.2 Hz.
Administration of UCM765 significantly increased the

number of sleep spindles per minute of NREMS (+16%),33

whereas no information was reported for IIK7. When we
ana lyzed the effects of UCM765 on the power spectra across
the 24-hour period, we found that, unlike the benzodi-
azepine diazepam, the EEG power of the ∆ band of NREMS
was significantly enhanced (+14%), whereas REMS θ power
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MT2 receptors and the sleep/wake cycle 
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Fig. 2: The MT2 receptor partial agonist UCM765 promotes non–rapid eye movement sleep (NREMS; modified from Ochoa-Sanchez and col-
leagues,33 with permission). (Top right) Schematic depiction of a rat with electrodes implanted for electroencephalography (EEG) and elec-
tromyography (EMG) recordings. (Top left) Example of an EEG/EMG recording highlighting a period of wakefulness, NREMS and rapid-eye
movement sleep (REMS). (Bottom) The effect of UCM765 (40 mg/kg, subcutaneous) on NREMS latency, NREMS time, REMS time, wakeful-
ness time and number of sleep spindles during the light and dark phases of the 12:12 hour light–dark cycle. **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001 ver-
sus vehicle, 2-way mixed-design analysis of variance plus Newman– Keuls test for post hoc comparison.
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was not altered.33 Neither ∆ nor θ powers were affected after
IIK7 injection.
Of note, the same 24-hour EEG/EMG experiment carried

out with the nonselective MT1/MT2 receptor ligand UCM793
(40 mg/kg), which belongs to the same class of  N-
(substituted-anilinoethyl)amides, and MLT (40 mg/kg) failed
to reproduce similar results. Administration of UCM793
slightly decreased the onset to the first NREMS episode 
(–10.7%) and did not increase the total amount of NREMS.33

On the other hand, MLT produced a slight but nonsignificant
increase of NREMS duration during the inactive phase (un-
published data, 2012). These data confirmed that the MT2 re-
ceptor ligands possess more potent hypnotic properties than
the nonselective MT1-MT2 ligands.
In our labaratory, we also examined whether MT2 recep-

tors were present in brain areas or nuclei, other than the
SCN, that are known to be involved in the process of sleep.
Immunocytochemical, pharmacological and in vivo electro-
physiology studies answered these questions. Using specific
MT2 receptor antibodies, we found that basically all neurons
in the reticular thalamus bear MT2 receptors33 and, as previ-
ously reported, most of these neurons (if not all) are
GABAergic.86 The reticular thalamus is an important nuclei in
the neural network controlling sleep; it is implicated in the
generation of ∆ waves during deep SWS87 and also of spindle
waves during light SWS, thus being called the spindle

“pacemaker.”88 During NREMS, the neurons of the reticular
thalamus change their activity, from single spikes firing dur-
ing waking and REMS to rhythmic spike bursts and in-
creased firing mode, which is transmitted to thalamic relay
nuclei and modulated by corticothalamic inputs, resulting in
a widespread synchronization across neuronal assemblies.89–91

For detailed information on how the reticular thalamus con-
trols the cortical oscillations and on its role in the thalamo-
cortical networks, see the reviews by Steriade92 and by Linás
and Steriade.93

Since MT2 receptors are highly expressed in the reticular
thalamic nucleus, and given that UCM765 acts to promote
NREMS, we decided to test whether UCM765 was able to en-
hance the activity of reticular thalamic neurons by using in
vivo electrophysiology (Fig. 3, top). Intravenous administra-
tion of UCM765 (20 mg/kg) significantly increased the firing
(+91%) and burst activities of reticular thalamic neurons. In
addition, to demonstrate that the increased activity of the
reticular thalamus relies on MT2 receptors present within the
nucleus, we microinfused the selective MT2 receptor antag -
onist 4P-PDOT94 directly into the nucleus before intravenous
injection of UCM765. When 4P-PDOT was injected before
UCM765, there was no change in the firing pattern of reticu-
lar thalamic neurons. These findings allowed us to conclude
that MT2 receptor agonists promote sleep through the activa-
tion of reticular thalamic neurons.

MT2 receptors and reticular thalamus 
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Fig. 3: The MT2 receptor partial agonist UCM765 increases the neural activity of the reticular thalamus, enhancing the rhythmic
burst activity (modified from Ochoa-Sanchez and colleagues,33 with permission). (Right) A rat under anesthesia and restrained in a
stereotaxic apparatus. An electrode is lowered into the reticular thalamus according to the Paxinos and Watson atlas.193 (Left) Retic-
ular thalamic neurons bear MT2 receptors. (Top) An injection of UCM765 (20 mg/kg, intravenous) increases the firing activity of a re -
ticu lar thalamic neuron.



We then examined whether the selective activation of MT2
receptors into the reticular thalamus was sufficient to promote
sleep, particularly NREMS. We bilaterally implanted 2 can-
nula into the reticular thalamus. Microinfusion of UCM765
into the reticular thalamus produced results that mirrored the
subcutaneous administration of the drug: decreased latency to
NREMS, increased amount of NREMS and no effects on
REMS. Remarkably, the same dose of UCM65 microinfused
into the substantia nigra, a brain area not involved in NREMS,
but with MT2 receptors, did not alter the vigilance states. A
summary of the effects of UCM765 on vigilance states and
reticular thalamic activity is reported in Figure 3.

MT2 knockout mice and sleep

To support the proof of the concept that MT2 receptors may
represent a novel target for treating sleep abnormalities, the
sleep–wake cycle in MT2–/– mice has been examined. Knock-
out mice represent an excellent tool to study the involvement
of different neurotransmitters, receptors and enzymes in
sleep regulation, as demonstrated for orexins;95 histamine de-
ficient L-histidine decarboxylase;96 corticotropin-releasing
hormone receptor type 1;97 dopamine (DA) D2 receptor;98 and
5-HT1A, 5-HT1B, 5-HT2A and 5-HT2C receptors.99 Compared with
wild-type controls, MT2–/– mice40 displayed a significant de-
crease in the amount of NREMS during the 24-hour period 
(–17%), with the decrease mainly due to changes occurring
during the light/inactive phase of the 12-hour light–dark
 cycle.33 No variation in the amount of REMS was found. The
decline in the amount of NREMS is likely attributed to the
decrease of NREMS ∆ and Σ powers found after analyzing
the 24-hour power spectra. Even though some issues remain
to be considered, NREMS Σ power is considered a valid
meas ure of sleep spindle activity.100 To date, no research has
reported on visually scored sleep spindles in MT2–/– mice,
but the decrease in NREMS Σ power observed in MT2–/– mice
suggests that the number of sleep spindles is likely reduced.
In our labaratory, we have also tested UCM765 in MT2–/–

mice, and we found that it was ineffective at modifying vigi-
lance states. The lack of effect in MT2–/– mice concurred with
the evidence indicating that the NREMS promoting effect of
UCM765 is selectively mediated by MT2 receptors. In keeping
with the findings in rats, in wild-type mice UCM765 signifi-
cantly increased NREMS duration (wild-type plus vehicle =
64.4 ± 4.0 min, n = 6; wild-type plus UCM765 = 89.3 ±
5.5 min, n = 6, p = 0.004) and decreased wakefulness (wild-
type plus vehicle = 110.3 ± 5.6 min, n = 6; wild-type plus
UCM765 = 83.82 ± 5.6 min, n = 6, p = 0.005), without affecting
REMS duration.
To verify whether the reduction in NREMS observed in

MT2–/– mice was due to the lack of MT2 receptors rather than
to impairments in other sleep-related neurotransmitter sys-
tems, MT2–/– mice were treated with the GABAA agonist di-
azepam. As observed in wild-type mice, diazepam decreased
the latency to the first episode of NREMS (–64.4%), enhanced
NREMS duration (+49.1%), and tended to decrease REMS
duration (–20.6%) in MT2–/– mice, suggesting that the
GABAergic system regulating sleep was intact in these mice.

We have also performed EEG/EMG studies in MT1–/– mice
and found that these mice have a selective perturbation of
REMS. In particular, during the light phase, REMS duration
was decreased compared with wild-type mice (–46%) and
NREMS duration was increased compared with MT2–/– mice
(+33%).101 This particular phenotype induced by the lack of
the MT1 receptor could explain the reason why a selective
MT2 receptor ligand is a more effective hypnotic agent than a
nonselective MLT receptor ligand. We have indeed hypothe-
sized that stimulation of the MT2 receptor only increases
NREMS, whereas MT1 receptor activation increases REMS,
while slightly decreasing NREMS.

General consideration

Pharmacological and genetic studies targeting MT2 receptors
have revealed a new important function of this MLT receptor
subtype: the modulation of NREMS. Pharmacological activa-
tion of MT2 receptors using selective partial and full agonists
promotes NREMS without affecting REMS. On the other
hand, genetic inactivation of MT2 receptors leads to a de-
crease in the amount of NREMS without affecting REMS
(Table 1). Our results33 demonstrated that the local pharmaco-
logical activation of MT2 receptors within the reticular thala-
mus is sufficient to induce and promote NREMS, whereas
MT2 receptor activation in brain nuclei not intimately in-
volved in the neural circuit of sleep, such as the substantia
 nigra, produces no effects on NREMS. These experiments
thus support the concept that MT2 receptors may be consid-
ered a novel target for hypnotic agents.
Since we found MT2 receptors at the level of the hippocam-

pus33 and since neocortical and hippocampal activity is cou-
pled on both long and short time scales during SWS,102 we
cannot rule out the possibility that the involvement of these
areas may also participate in the promotion of SWS.
Further research needs to be undertaken to determine

whether these MT2 receptor agonists affect the phase shift.
Our experiments seem to suggest that at the hypnotic doses,
MT2 receptor agonists do not affect time shifting. However,
we cannot discount the possibility that the activation of MT2
receptors in the SCN, which is involved in time shifting of
tSCN firing activity,40 may also contribute indirectly to the
NREMS process. The development of selective MT1 or MT2 re-
ceptor agonists will offer the opportunity to better understand
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Table 1: Summary of sleep changes occurring after pharmacological
activation and genetic inactivation of MT2 receptors

Factor
Pharmacological studies
with MT2 receptor agonists

Genetic inactivation
of MT2 receptors

NREMS amount ↑
REMS amount

NREMS ∆ power ↑
NREMS β power ↓

Number of spindles ↑ ↓*

= increase; = no change; = decrease; NREMS = non–rapid eye movement sleep;
REMS = rapid eye movement sleep.
*Empirically based on the reduction of NREMS Σ power.

↓

↓

↑ ↓↓

↓
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and distinguish the role of each receptor in the phase shifting
from the sleep promoting effects of MLT. This will ultimately
allow for the development of selective pharmacotherapeutic
treatment strategies in patients with sleep and time shifting
disorders. To date, structure–activity relationships conferring
selectivity for the MT1 receptor subtype are still a work in
progress;8 therefore, no selective MT1 receptor agonists have
been tested in sleep and time shifting studies.
Insomnia is a common public health problem, with a

prevalence ranging from 11% to 16%.103,104 Primary insomnia
is characterized by a difficulty to initiate or maintain sleep for
at least 1 month. Currently available drugs to treat insomnia
include benzodiazepine receptor agonists (benzodiazepines
and nonbenzodiazepines), antidepressants, antipsychotics,
antihistamines and ramelteon, a nonselective MT1/MT2 re-
ceptor agonist. Unfortunately, these hypnotics cannot repro-
duce a physiologic sleep,105 and their use, especially chronic
use, is associated with adverse effects, such as tolerance to
the drug, rebound insomnia, physical withdrawal symptoms
when discontinued, sedation, anorexia, anxiety, agitation,
tremors, convulsion, and physical and psychological depend -
ence. Therefore, the sleep disorders market has substantial
unmet needs,106 and based on the preclinical evidence, MT2
receptors may be a promising novel target deserving consid-
eration. Our experiments indicate that MT2 receptor agonists
may have a more favourable pharmacological profile than
classical benzodiazepines, such as diazepam. Indeed, in com-
parison with diazepam, UCM765 showed similar NREMS
promoting properties, but unlike the benzodiazepine, it did
not produce sedation in the rotorod test (unpublished data,
2012) and open field test (OFT) at the hypnotic dose.107 More-
over, the typical reduction of NREMS ∆ and θ powers and
REMS θ power108 observed with benzodiazepines was not ob-
served with UCM765, which instead increases the ∆ power
during NREMS and REMS. In addition, UCM765, unlike ben-
zodiazepines, does not increase the peak of β frequency.109
These pharmacological studies have proven that targeting
MT2 receptors may become a novel pharmacological strategy
in sleep research and therapy, representing a valid alterna-
tive to benzodiazepines and benzodiazepine derivatives.

MT2 receptors and anxiety

Melatonin and anxiety

Anxiety disorder (or generalized anxiety, as per DSM-IV110) is
characterized by excessive, uncontrollable and often irration -
al worry about everyday things that is disproportionate to
the actual source of worry lasting for more than 6 months.
The psychological symptoms are often associated with phys -
ical symptoms, including fatigue, fidgeting, headaches, nau-
sea, numbness and sweating.
Melatonin and the nonselective MT1/MT2 receptor agonist

agomelatine have displayed anxiolytic-like properties in
classical animal paradigms of anxiety.111–113 For instance, MLT
increased the activity within the central area of the OFT112

and the time spent in the open arms of the elevated plus
maze test (EPMT).111,113 Agomelatine increased the number of

punished responses in the Vogel test, increased open arm ex-
ploration in the EPMT and decreased vocalization time in
the conditioned footshock-induced ultrasonic vocalization
test.113

In humans, MLT has been used to reduce or eliminate ben-
zodiazepine administration in elderly patients.114 Still the re-
ceptor mediating the anxiety-like effect of MLT was un-
known. The recent development of selective MT2 receptor
agonists and the use of selective antagonists have shed light
on the distinct role of each MLT receptor subtype in the regu-
lation of anxiety.

The MT2 receptor ligand UCM765 and anxiety

Using UCM765, we recently made the first attempt, to our
knowledge, to investigate the possible role of MT2 receptors
in anxiety.107 We used 3 well-established animal paradigms to
study anxiety: the EPMT, OFT and the novelty-suppressed
feeding test (NSFT). The first experiment in the EPMT and
NSFT was designed to obtain a dose-response curve using
lower doses of UCM765 than those active in promoting
NREMS. Administration of UCM765 at a dose of 10 mg/ kg,
displayed anxiolytic properties by increasing the time spent
in the open arms (+208%) of the EPMT and by decreasing the
latency to eat in a new environment (–46%) without affecting
the latency to eat and the amount of food intake per animal
body weight in the home cage. Melatonin was also tested,
and it produced results similar to UCM765. By using a nonse-
lective MT1/MT2 receptor antagonist (luzindole) and a select -
ive MT2 receptor antagonist (4P-PDOT), we investigated
whether both MT1 and MT2 receptors were implicated in the
anxiolytic properties of MLT. Administration of UCM765 or
MLT did not show anxiolytic effects in the EPMT and in the
NSFT in animals pretreated with luzindole (10 mg/kg) or 4P-
PDOT (10 mg/kg). These results collectively demonstrate
that the anxiolytic effects of UCM765 and MLT are both phar-
macologically mediated by MT2 receptors. Notably, 4P-PDOT
or luzindole alone did not affect anxiety levels at the doses
used to block the effects of UCM765 and MLT. Accordingly,
Nava and Carta115 found that luzindole administered in
higher doses than those in our experiments (30 and 60 mg/
kg v. 10 mg/kg) did not modify anxiety levels. Administra-
tion of UCM765 and MLT was also tested in the OFT, but
they did not alter measures of anxiety behaviour in this para-
digm. However, unlike diazepam, UCM765 and MLT did not
reduce locomotor activity107 or increase the number of falls in
the rotoroad tests (unpublished data, 2012), 2 measures re-
lated to the sedative properties of a putative psychotropic
compound.
These findings are the first to examine the role of MLT re-

ceptors in anxiety, and they indicate that MT2 receptors medi-
ate the anxiolytic effects of the neurohormone.

MT2 knockout mice and anxiety

To support the pharmacological studies showing that MT2
receptors are involved in anxiety, we investigated whether
MT2–/– mice display altered levels of anxiety in the EPMT,



NSFT and OFT (unpublished data, 2012). In the EPMT, the
number of entries and the time spent in the open arm was
not modified, but interestingly MT2–/– mice spent more time
in the centre than wild-type controls, suggesting a cognitive
impairment at the level of goal-oriented behaviour. In the
EPMT, the time spent by animals in the open arm is the
most important variable to consider when establishing
whether or not a treatment affects anxiety. In MT2–/– mice,
open arm entries and time spent in the open arm were not
affected, but they spent more time than controls in the
 centre of the maze. On the other hand, the time spent in the
central platform of the EPMT has been linked to the
 decision-making process rather than to anxiety itself.116 In
agreement with the notion of possible decision-making im-
pairments in MT2–/– mice, Larson and colleagues117 found
that these animals, when tested in the EPMT on 2 consecu-
tive days, failed to shorten the transfer latencies to enter a
closed arm on the second day, which is an index of learning
and/or memory impairments.
In the NSFT, the latency to eat in the new environment was

significantly longer in MT2–/– mice than wild-type mice
(+80%), whereas the latency to eat and the amount of food in-
take per animal body weight in the home cage were un-
changed. In the OFT, the number of entries and the time
spent in the centre of the arena were significantly higher in
MT2–/– mice than wild-type mice, whereas locomotion was
unchanged. The results gleaned from these experiments sug-
gest that the genetic manipulation of MT2 receptors interferes
in  a complex manner with some paradigms of anxiety be-
haviour. Anxiety disorders, by definition, are complex and
heterogeneous;118 nonetheless, different animal models could
be tapping different aspects of anxiety,119 and studies of dif-
ferent mouse strains and different anxiolytic treatments have
previously yielded contrasting results, depending on the be-
havioural test (Table 2).116,119

General consideration

Pharmacological and genetic studies targeting MT2 receptors
have shed new light into the neurobiological mechanism
through which the MLT system modulates anxiety. Although
further studies are necessary, the research undertaken until

now shows that MT2 receptors modulate anxiety levels and
consequently this receptor may become a novel target for the
treatment of anxiety disorders. Common anxiolytic drugs,
such as benzodiazepines, targeting the GABAergic system
are also used as hypnotic agents at higher dosages. Targeting
MT2 receptors seems to provide similar pharmacological out-
comes. Administration of UCM765 at a dose of 40 mg/kg
promotes sleep,33 whereas a lower dose (10 mg/kg) reduces
anxiety.107 These similar pharmacological effects occurring
after the activation of the GABAergic and the MLT systems
are likely due to the mutual interaction between these 2 sys-
tems. We found that almost all of the GABAergic reticular
thalamic neurons express MT2 receptors.33 Moreover, MLT
administration increased GABA levels in several brain re-
gions, such as the hypothalamus, cerebellum and cerebral
cortex,120 and the administration of flumazenil, a benzo -
diazepine receptor antagonist, blocked the anxiolytic-like
 effect of MLT in the EPMT.111 However, given that the MT2
 receptor–mediated anxiolytic properties are also associated
with low sedation and a lack of abuse potential, as demon-
strated by the use of nonselective melatoninergic com-
pounds,121 targeting this MLT receptor subtype may offer bet-
ter anxiolytic pharmacological strategies over the GABAergic
compounds, especially when treating mild levels of anxiety.107

Further studies will need to investigate the neurobiologic -
al mechanism through which MT2 receptors modulate anx -
iety, the effects of MT2 receptor full agonists and the phar-
macological and genetic blockade of MT2 receptors. Further
study is also needed to determine whether MT2 receptors are
localized only on GABAergic neurons or also on other sys-
tems, such as 5-HT and glutamate, known to be implicated
in anxiety.

MT2 receptor, memory function and Alzheimer
disease

Memory is the process by which new information is encoded,
stored and retrieved.122,123 Synaptic plasticity is a critical com-
ponent of the neural mechanisms underlying learning and
memory. In 1949, Donald Hebb hypothesized that the storage
of information relies on changes in the strength of synaptic
connections between neurons, suggesting that if 2 neurons
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Table 2: Summary of changes in anxiety levels occurring after pharmacological
activation and genetic inactivation of MT2 receptors

Factor
Pharmacological
studies with UCM765

Genetic inactivation
of MT2 receptors

Elevated plus maze test
Open arm entries
Open arm time

Novelty suppressed feeding test
Latency to eat in a new environment
Latency to eat in the home cage

Open field test
Locomotion
Number of entries in the central area *
Time spent in the central area *

= increase; = no change; = decrease.
*Only during the first 5 minutes of the test session.

↑

↓

↑
↑

↑

↓
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are active at the same time, the synaptic efficiency of the ap-
propriate synapse will be strengthened. Therefore, plastic
changes are crucial in the mechanism of learning by increas-
ing the synaptic efficiency that allows strengthening between
neurons.124 These changes increase not only the number of
synapses in specific brain areas, but also the number of re -
ceptors located on a synapse, resulting in modified synaptic
neuro transmission.125,126 The most widely studied electro -
physi ological models of memory formation in the mam-
malian brain127,128 that explains these changes in the synapse
during learning and memory processes is called long-term
potentiation (LTP); its opposite process is long-term depres-
sion (LTD).128 Long-term potentiation is a measure that results
from simultaneous activity between 2 neurons, enhancing the
signal neurotransmission after electrical stimulation.128

As reviewed by Bob and Fedor-Freybergh,129 MLT regu-
lates memory formation, acting directly on hippocampal
neur ons,29,130 which are involved in the processes of memory
acquisition and consolidation.131–133 In particular, MLT en-
hances the firing rate of action potentials in CA1 neurons of
hippocampal slices29 and promotes synaptic transmission.130

Accordingly, expression of MT1 and MT2 receptors has been
observed in the hippocampus.33,134,135

Wang and colleagues136 showed that MLT produces a
 concentration-dependent inhibition of LTP in hippocampal
slices in mice, and this effect is due to the action of MLT on
the postsynaptic nitric oxide signalling pathway.137 Other
studies suggested that the inhibitory actions of MLT on LTP
in the hippocampus in mice were blocked by the MT1/MT2
receptor antagonist luzindole and by the selective MT2 recep-
tor antagonist 4P-PDOT, thus suggesting an MT2 receptor–
mediated effect. Such inhibition was also observed in MT1–/–,
but not in MT2–/– mice.136 Importantly, using in situ pharma-
cology, subtype expression and transfection studies, Wan
and colleagues36 found that MLT inhibits GABAA receptor–
mediated current in the rat hippocampus via MT2 receptors.
Interestingly, memory and LTP maintenance are impaired

in MT2–/– mice.117 Hippocampal slices from MT2–/– mice have
revealed the magnitude of LTP to be smaller than slices from
wild-type mice, and when MT2–/– mice were tested in the
EPMT on 2 consecutive days, they showed learning and/or
memory impairments. Specifically, MT2–/– mice failed to
shorten the transfer latencies to enter a closed arm on the sec-
ond day, an experience-dependent behaviour observed in
wild-type mice.117 In addition, we found that MT2–/– mice
spent more time than wild-type mice in the central platform
of the elevated plus maze (unpublished data, 2012), which, as
mentioned before, could be a symptom of impaired decision
making and cognitive flexibility. In the hippocampus, MLT is
also able to modulate evoked potentials, and, in particular, the
attenuation of synaptic transmission observed during the first
phase of a biphasic ligand-induced effect has been shown to
be mediated by MT2 receptors.138 Given these contrasting re-
sults, more studies are required to clarify the role of melaton-
ergic agonists versus antagonists in the modulation of LTP
and LTD as well as the role of each MLT receptor subtype.
Alzheimer disease is an age-associated, progressive neuro -

degenerative disease characterized by a loss of cognitive

function, dementia and other neurobiological manifesta-
tions.139 Using specific antibodies, MT2 receptors have been lo-
calized to pyramidal and granular neurons of the hippocam-
pus in patients with Alzheimer disease and controls,140 but
the intensity of MT2 immunoreactivity in single cells and the
number of MT2 immunoreactive neurons were significantly
reduced in the hippocampus of patients with Alzheimer dis-
ease. Similarly, the overall intensity of MT2 receptor staining
was clearly decreased in the retina, particularly at the level of
ganglion and bipolar cells in the inner nuclear layer, the inner
segments of the photoreceptor cells,141 the pineal gland and in
pyramidal and nonpyramidal cells of cortical layers II to V.142

In agreement with the possible involvement of MT2 receptors
in the etiology of Alzheimer disease, MT2–/– mice express a
phenotype relevant for Alzheimer disease, including im-
paired learning and/or memory as well as reduction of hip-
pocampal LTP maintenance.117

One of the challenges in neuroscience is to identify the
neurobiological mechanisms underlying the process of learn-
ing and memory formation, and accumulating evidence
 suggests that MLT, via MT2 receptors, is likely a contributing
factor. However, some central issues still warrant further
clarification. Is MLT, via MT2 receptors, enhancing or inhibit-
ing hippocampal LTP? Is the reduction in MT2 receptors ob-
served in many brain areas of patients with Alzheimer dis-
ease the cause or the consequence of the disease? The
development of selective brain imaging ligands targeting
MT2 receptors may help to provide in vivo evidence on re-
ceptor expression levels throughout the progression of the
disease. Nonetheless, selective MT2 receptor ligands should
be tested in behavioural models of learning and memory,
such as the T-maze, the radial arm maze and the Morris
 water maze (for details see the reviews by Dudchenko143 and
by Paul and colleagues144).

MT2 receptors and depression

Major depression is a mental disorder characterized by low
mood accompanied by low self-esteem and loss of interest or
pleasure in normally enjoyable activities (anhedonia), fatigue,
anxiety and changes in sleep and weight.110 Substantial evi-
dence suggests that people with major or seasonal depression
show impaired MLT secretion associated with a dysfunction
of circadian rhythms.145

In animals, chronic, but not acute, administration of the
MLT receptor agonist S20394 induced antidepressant-like ef-
fects in Flinder Sensitive Line rats, which display high innate
levels of immobility in the forced swim test (FST), indicative
of enhanced behavioural despair.146 Studies have demon-
strated that the antidepressant-like effects of MLT likely oc-
cur via 5-HT147 and DA148 systems. Similarly, the treatment of
stressed mice with MLT has been shown to reverse some
stress-induced behavioural disturbances.149 Accordingly, re-
cent studies suggest that the MT2 receptor is implicated in
anti depressant activity.150 In mice, the nonselective MT1/MT2
receptor antagonist luzindole displayed antidepressant-like
activity by antagonizing the action of endogenous MLT, and
this effect was MT2 receptor–mediated since luzindole was



not able to decrease the duration of immobility during the
FST in MT2–/– mice. However, the genetic removal of MT2 re-
ceptors did not modify immobility time.150

In humans, MLT alone is not effective as an antidepressant
even though in combination with other antidepressants it
seems to increase the efficacy of the pharmacological treat-
ment, especially when depression is correlated with sleep
disturbance.151 Similarly, the combination of low doses of
MLT and buspirone has antidepressant effects.152 In Novem-
ber 2008, the nonselective MT1/MT2 receptor agonist and 
5-HT2C receptor antagonist agomelatine was approved by the
European Medicines Agency for the treatment of major
 depression in Europe (for details on agomelatine and de -
pression please refer to the study by de Bodinat and col-
leagues153). The antidepressant mechanism of action of
agomelatine has not yet been elucidated, but preclinical
 studies suggest a multimodal mechanism, including the
 involvement of both 5-HT2C and MLT receptors.154

In agreement with a role for the MT2 receptor in depres-
sion, a study in Polish patients with recurrent depressive dis-
order revealed that variability in MTNR1B, the gene respon-
sible for the encoding of the MT2 receptor, may be associated
with a risk for recurrent depressive disorders.155 In particular,
depressed patients with the rs794837 AT heterozygote had
increased mRNA levels compared with healthy controls, and
the presence of the rs4753426 C allele increased while the
presence of the T allele decreased the risk of recurrent de-
pressive disorders.
The evidence of the role of MT2 receptors in depression is

still limited; therefore, no sound conclusions can be drawn
yet. However, future research employing the selective ago-
nists for the MT2 receptor as well as larger genetic studies in
patients with depression may partially answer this question.
Research should also examine whether dysfunctional MT2 re-
ceptors are a common denominator of all type of depressive
disorders or whether they are only correlated with certain
subtypes of depression, such as unipolar, bipolar or melan-
cholic depression.

MT2 receptors and pain

Experimental and clinical evidence have indicated that MLT
possesses analgesic properties and plays a role in pain regu-
lation through several mechanisms, such as activation of
MLT and opioid receptors and ion channels (K+ and Ca2+)
(for more information, see the review by Ambriz-Tututi and
colleagues156 and by Wilhelmsen and colleagues157). In ro-
dents, autoradiography studies have identified MLT recep-
tors in cerebral structures related with pain, such as the thala-
mus, hypothalamus, trigeminal tract, trigeminal nucleus and
pituitary gland.158,159 Moreover, they have been found in the
spinal cords of chickens and rabbits.160

Studies aimed at assessing the role of MLT receptors in the
analgesic effect of MLT have shown that MT2 and not MT1 re-
ceptors are likely involved.161–164 Yoon and colleagues161 found
that an intrathecal injection of MLT dose-dependently attenu-
ated the flinching response during phases 1 and 2 of the for-
malin test in rats. The analgesic effect of MLT was blocked by

the intrathecal administration of luzindole or 4P-PDOT, and
consequently, it was mediated by the MT2 receptor. Yu and
colleagues163 showed that an intraperitoneal injection of MLT
dose-dependently increased the pain threshold of rats in the
hot water tail-flick test, an effect that was blocked by luzin-
dole. The authors claimed that the antinociceptive effect of
MLT was consequently mediated by the MT2 receptor. Even
though luzindole has 16- to 26-fold greater affinity for the
MT2 than the MT1 receptor,5 it is a relatively nonselective an-
tagonist; therefore, the conclusion by Yu and colleagues163

needs further support, for instance, with the use of the select -
ive MT2 receptor antagonists 4P-PDOT or K-185.
In a rat model of neuropathic pain, the tactile allodynia in-

duced by L5/L6 spinal nerve ligation was reversed by oral or
intrathecal administration of MLT.164 This effect was the result
of the activation of spinal MT2 receptors, since it was blocked
by an intrathecal injection of luzindole or 4P-PDOT. How-
ever, it is important to note that the effect of MLT was also
blocked by the subcutaneous and intrathecal administration
of naltrexone, thus indicating that opioids are also likely in-
volved in the analgesic properties of MLT.164

Arreola-Espino and colleagues162 found that the oral ad-
ministration of MLT dose-dependently reduced flinching be-
haviour in the 0.5% formalin test and tactile allodynia in dia-
betic rats. Remarkably, the MT2 receptor antagonist K-185
blocked the effects due to MLT treatment.
Altogether these studies support a role for MT2 receptors in

mediating analgesic properties of MLT, but no studies have
yet specifically looked at the neurobiological mechanism
through which the MT2 receptor activation induces analgesia.

MT2 receptors in other diseases

There are a number of examples in which naturally occur-
ring mutations and polymorphisms of known GPCRs are di-
rectly related to human diseases, thus providing direct evi-
dence for their therapeutic relevance.6 Given that MT2
receptors are part of GPCRs, it is not surprising that during
the last decade several investigations have discovered an as-
sociation between variations in the gene encoding the MT2
receptor (MTNR1B) and genetic diseases. For example,
genome-wide association studies have found associations
between variations in MTNR1B and insulin and glucose lev-
els, and thus diabetes. A common variant in the MTNR1B
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) rs10830963 was
found to be associated with an increase in fasting glucose
and insulin levels165–168 and was also predictive of future de-
velopment of type 2 diabetes.165 Interestingly, this genetic
variant was also found to be associated with increased risk
for gestational diabetes mellitus169 and with diabetes-related
traits in overweight and obese children and adolescents.170

Two other MTNR1B SNP variants, rs1387153171 and rs2166706,172

were also found to be associated with plasma glucose levels
and increased risk of type 2 diabetes. A recent genetic study
has further supported the firm functional link between MT2
receptors and type 2 diabetes risk. Sequencing of 2 exons of
MTNR1B in 7632 unrelated European individuals with
known glycemic status (among whom 2186 participants had
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type 2 diabetes), revealed that the rarest variants strongly
contributed to increased type 2 diabetes risk.173 Of note,
among the rare variants, only those leading to the loss of
function of MT2 receptors were strongly associated with type
2 diabetes risk.
A study by Staiger and colleagues174 investigated the possi-

ble pathophysiological mechanism through which the com-
mon genetic variations within MTNR1B were linked to in-
creased risk of type 2 diabetes, showing that they markedly
impacted β cell function.
The possible link between MT2 receptors and type 2 dia-

betes deserves further investigation, especially considering
that type 2 diabetes is one of the most common chronic dis-
eases in both developed and developing countries and that
its prevalence is expected to markedly increase in the coming
years.175

The MT2 receptors have also been studied in several other
physiologic and pathophysiological processes, such as
Parkinson disease,176 adolescent idiopathic scoliosis,177

rheumatoid arthritis,178 cell-mediated and humoural immu-
nity,179 cardiovascular functions180 and ischemic neuronal
damage.181 Adi and colleagues,176 in an RT-PCR–based study
in postmortem tissue, found that patients with sporadic
Parkinson disease showed decreased expression of MT2 re-
ceptors in brain areas, such as the substantia nigra and the
amygdala, that are heavily involved in the etiopathology of
the disease. 
The MT2 receptors also appear to mediate the neuroprotec-

tive effect of MLT after ischemic brain injury.181 In this study,
5 minutes of transient cerebral ischemia was applied to ger-
bils; MT2 receptor immunoreactivity and protein levels were
increased in the CA1 region of the hippocampus after is-
chemic damage, and the receptors were colocalized with as-
trocytes and not microglia.
These findings open up many potential avenues for re-

search on MT2 receptors as the primary mediator of the
physi ologic and pathophysiological effects of MLT. Unfortu-
nately, these studies are still limited and sometimes contro-
versial. Consequently, they do not allow general conclusions
to be drawn. Nevertheless, the social burden and lack of ef-
fective treatments for diseases such as Parkinson disease,
myo cardial infarction and rheumatoid arthritis will hopefully
provide the necessary impetus for extending research efforts
and investing further resources into trying to establish
whether MT2 receptors are associated with or linked to these
debilitating pathologies.

Conclusion

Melatonin is an important mediator of a wide range of physio -
logic functions, and alterations in the MLT systems may be
implicated in the etiopathogenesis of several diseases. This
neurohormone acts on its targets at cellular and intracellu-
lar levels through receptor-dependent (but also receptor-
 independent) mechanisms.1,3 In this review, we focused our
attention on the role of the G-protein coupled MT2 receptor in
mediating the effects of MLT on brain function. We were also
interested in examining the role of MT2 receptors in some

physiologic/pathological conditions, such as diabetes, stroke
and myocardial infarction, that exhibit a higher grade of co-
morbidity with neurologic/psychiatric diseases.182–185 It can be
hypothesized that MT2 receptors may represent a common
etiological determinant whose dysfunction can lead to sev-
eral comorbid conditions. Further investigation is needed to
understand how MT2 receptors can be implicated in these co-
morbid diseases. For example, pharmacological and genetic
studies in rodents corroborated the involvement of MT2 re-
ceptors in the modulation of sleep, particularly NREMS, and
a relationship between sleep disorders and glucose metabol -
ism has been extensively demonstrated by several studies. In
particular, sleep disorders are a risk factor for obesity and
type 2 diabetes.186–189

Interestingly, one genome-wide association study recently
revealed a possible association between sleep disorders and
diabetes due to the SNP rs10830963 in the MTNR1B gene.190

Similarly, depression, pain and insomnia are closely re-
lated in fibromyalgia, a medical condition estimated to affect
5 million adults in the United States191 and for which few
treatments are currently available. It is possible that MT2 re-
ceptor agonists or partial agonists may represent a novel
therapeutic approach for this multisymptomatic disease. The
literature reviewed herein points to the MT2 receptor as a
common etiological factor, and experimental efforts in this
direction may lead to the development of novel synergic
therapeutic strategies.
Several investigations have been conducted on MT2 recep-

tors in different psychiatric/neurologic diseases, and these
preliminary positive findings with respect to disease pathol-
ogy and treatment mark only the beginning of a fruitful new
era in psychopharmacology. Historically, the super family of
GPCRs has proven to be among the most successful drug tar-
gets, such as the muscarinic receptors, the adrenoreceptors,
DA and 5-HT receptors, opioids, angiotensine, prostglandine,
histamine, leukotriene and several hormones. In the past
30 years several hundred new drugs targeting GPCRs as ag -
onists or antagonists have been registered,192 and many of
them reached the market.6 Consequently, being part of this
super family, MT2 receptors have great potential for pioneer
drug discovery. The recent development of novel selective
MT1 and MT2 receptor ligands will undoubtedly help re-
searchers attain this goal. Thanks to this advancement in
drug discovery, the role of the MT2 receptor may be further
elucidated, and selective MT1 and MT2 receptor ligands may
be tested in clinical settings to target diseases that are in dire
need of more effective therapeutic strategies and better treat-
ment outcomes.
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